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Overview

Life “Under Griffon Wings”:

● 43 griffon vultures released from Spain
● Tagged with GPS transmitters
● 1 fix every 2 hours (37 individuals)

Life “Under Griffon Wings” + Life “Safe For 
Vultures”:

● Creation of supplementary feeding stations
● Natura 2000 sites

Understand which areas are used the most and 
which Natura 2000 sites should be prioritized



Overview



From continuous movement to fix



Problem 1: acquisition of GPS locations



Problem 2: seasonally unbalanced data



Estimating the occurrence distribution

Measure of interest: utilization distribution

Measure that we can estimate from data: occurrence distribution (OD).

OD measures the uncertainty surrounding the movement path of an animal, estimated 
from data collected over a certain period.

Question at hand: “Where did an animal travel during a defined period of observation? 
(Alston et al., 2022).

Using the OD to quantify Natura 2000 sites and farm feeding stations as more, or less, 
used by vultures (no-accelerometers).



dynamic Brownian Bridge

Dynamic Brownian Bridge Movement Model (Kranstauber et al., 2013):

● Probability of space usage between consecutive fix
● Incorporating:

○ Distance between locations
○ Elapsed time
○ Location error

● Brownian Bridge Movement Model
● Variable motion variance
● Already used for Vulture Safe Zones (Kane et al., 2022)
● Linear interpolation of missing data (mostly nights)













































































Which area did they cover?



High use and low use



Stable across multiple batches…



… but not in time 



bBBMM-based prioritization

We can average heatmaps:

● Over farm feeding stations
● Over Natura 2000 sites

To prioritize them based on how often 
vultures moved over them.

Movement does not mean feeding (e.g. 
nearby colonies and roosting sites)



Prioritized Natura 2000 sites



Prioritized supplementary feeding stations



Whatʼs next?

Refining dBBMM estimates:

● Playing with model parameters (m, w, error)
● Generating minimum and maximum estimates
● Playing with Brownian motion variance (more or less diffusive when food 

is available)

Habitat usage/selection:

● Check which environmental covariates (including food) are associated to 
selected habitat patches by vultures (also by using ctMCMC models, Wilson 
et al., 2018)

Extrapolating to new project areas



Thanks !

For further questions:

jcerri@uniss.it

In case you needed additional details 
about the presentation, which was in 
Italian, and rife with technical terms, 
just ask.

mailto:jcerri@uniss.it
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